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Hey everyone, Rick Mulready here from IRockPaidTraffic.com and today we're talking about Facebook’s 
vast targeting capabilities and how to leverage that targeting for your ad campaign.  I’m going to show you 
exactly how to set up targeting for your ad campaign. 
 
If you want to reach 30 to 35-year-old males who work at the Wall Street Journal, no problem.  If you want 
to reach 18 to 24-year-old females who play ice hockey in Canada and who like Twilight movies, you bet.  
The coolest thing about it too, as you're setting up your targeting, Facebook is updating in real time how 
many people you're going to reach with your particular targeting, very cool.  So, let's go ahead and dive in. 
 
So, I get really excited about the opportunities to target your Facebook ad campaigns.  The reason is there's 
800 million people using Facebook and there is so much information on their profiles, their status updates 
everyday and Facebook whether we like it or not is pulling this information and allowing advertisers to use 
it to target them while they're on Facebook.  But as advertisers, this is great news for us.  So, let's jump 
right in. 
 
On the campaign setup page, it's number 2.  So, we're going to scroll down here to the second section right 
here and we're going to start with the Location Targeting which is right there.  This section here allows us 
to target by country.  It allows us to target by State/Province, City or Zip Code.  Now, my recommendation 
here is don’t go too crazy on your location targeting parameters and you'll hear this throughout this section 
but don’t go too crazy. 
 
You don’t want to put in too many parameters simply because if you have multiple countries or multiple 
States for example within one campaign, you won't know which country or which State is performing the 
best for you within that campaign.  So, if you want to target multiple countries or multiple States for 
example, my recommendation is to set up a variety of campaigns, different campaigns for each country.  If 
you want to target say the Southwest or the Southeast, go ahead and do that. 
 
You'll have multiple States in there obviously but I wouldn’t recommend targeting 20 States within one 
campaign simply because you might have some States performing better than others that you want to target 
– you want to increase that targeting for later campaigns but don’t go too crazy because you really want to 
be able to know what's working best for you from a location standpoint. 
 
Just as an example, you can just type in different countries here.  You can type in Ireland for example and 
again, as you'll see here, as you're updating all of your targeting parameters, this number over here is going 
to update in real time.  So, as you watch, you remove Ireland, that number changes from 149 million to 140 
million. 
 
So, let's jump down to the Demographics area here and this is fairly self-explanatory, however, I do want to 
point out two things to you in this section.  As you hit the dropdown here, it gives you all these different 
age opportunities to target here so let's just for this reason – for this example here, let's choose 25 to 30.  
Now, my first recommendation for you in the age targeting is again, don’t go too crazy. 
 
My recommendation is to do five-year increments and again, this is because you want to be able to know 
exactly which age groups are performing best for you, which ones are performing or converting for you.  If 
you want to target 18 to 35, I wouldn’t do that in one campaign.  I would break that up into say 18 to 23 
and 24 to 29 and so forth in multiple campaigns. 
 
That way you give yourself again, a better idea of what's converting the best.  Now, you'll see this require 
exact age matchbox here and what this is going to do here, if you have it unchecked and you have 25 to 30 
here in your age targeting, Facebook is actually going to target maybe 24 to 31.  They go outside of the 
parameters a little bit with your targeting. 



 
So, as you can see here, I’m at 60 million people and then if I do “Require exact age match,” that number is 
going to jump way down at 23.7 million.  So, it's something to keep in mind if targeting a very specific age 
range. If it’s important to you for your campaign, go ahead and select that box.  The next one here is simply 
do you want to target men with your ad campaign?  Do you want to target women or would you like to 
target both? 
 
So, the Interests Targeting is the meat of your targeting here and that’s going to be right in here.  You have 
two options.  You have Precise Interests and Broad Category Targeting and I'll explain both in here in just a 
second.  Essentially, this information is being pulled from people’s Facebook profiles whether it's their 
interest that they have put in, their music. 
 
This will actually be pulled from people’s status updates, the type of information they're sharing in there.  
So, this is where you can select the type of people you want to target based on the interest that they have 
expressed on their Facebook page.  So, for example, if I want to target Washington Capitals fans, I’m going 
to type in “Washington Capitals,” it's going to give me an actual number of people that I’m reaching. 
 
So, in this case, it's 455,000 people.  Now, you'll notice that there is a – let's see if I can get this right here.  
There's a little number sign right there in front of Washington Capitals.  Essentially, what that means is 
that’s what they called Topic Targeting and that’s going to pull in Washington Capitals fans, Washington 
Capitals hockey, Washington Capitals hockey fans. 
 
So, as you can see right down here, it's pulling in all of these interests here.  Now, if you want specific 
interests, if you only want Washington Capitals “Interest” and not Washington Capitals fans, you can go 
ahead and select that Interest.  Now, whenever you put an Interest in here, Facebook is going to suggest 
some other Likes and Interests here, too. 
 
So, if I also want to select fans of Alexander Ovechkin and Mike Green, I can just select that here and 
again, this estimated reach number is updating as I make my selections.  Now, a suggestion for you, like the 
Location Targeting and the Age Targeting, don’t go too crazy on the number of interests that you put in 
here.  You don’t want to have a Washington Capitals target and then say let's just put in “computer” and 
then “personal computer users” -- completely opposite interest. 
 
So, you want to be able to keep it tight -- less is more.  The more specific you can be the better because 
again you want to be able to track what's working for you and what's not working for you. 
 
Okay.  Let's jump down to the Broad Category Targeting and you just get there by simply clicking on this 
hyperlink here.  And what this is doing and this is more broader topic so since we're talking about 
Washington Capitals before, you can see they have Activities, Events, Family Status, Interests, Mobile and 
so forth.  Staying with that Washington Capitals theme, I’m going to click on Sports and rather than 
targeting specific to Washington Capitals Interests, I can go to Ice Hockey and target an overall broader 
category of those expressing interest in ice hockey in general. 
 
Another example that I'll use here is say for Music.  Let's say I want to click on Country, you can target a 
broader category of country music fans.  However, if I wanted to target specific fans of say Kenny 
Chesney, I’m going to click on the Precise Interest Targeting and go back up there and type in Kenny 
Chesney.  As you can see here, he’s got the 4.1 million number for the audience reach there, again, with the 
number sign.  So, if I want to get very specific, I can go down here and just select these rather than with the 
number sign. 
 
The next section as you scroll down through the Targeting here is Advanced Demographics.  And pretty 
self-explanatory here, you can target people based on who they're interested in whether it's Men or Women 
or both and what kind of relationship are they in.  Are they single?  Are they married, engaged and so 
forth? 
 



And then the language section here, you have the ability to target people based on their preferred language.  
So, if you want to target French-speaking people, just type in French there and then you can select whether 
they're Canadian or French or both. 
 
The next section here is the Education & Work section and this gets into one of my favorite part of the 
targeting capabilities that Facebook gives you here.  So, with the Education part, you can do whether 
they're college grad or not and you can enter what college they went to, what their major was, are they still 
in college.  Again, you can select what the college is, their major, you can target people based on their 
graduation years. 
 
Are they in high school?  So, you can just select, there's different education parameters here.  Again, 
getting very specific with your targeting.   
 
And then my favorite -- the Workplaces section.  So, you can target people based on where they work.  So, 
if you want to target people who work for say USA Today, you can do that, pretty kind of creepy but also 
very very powerful form of targeting here. 
 
And again, all this information is being pulled in off of people’s Facebook pages, what their interests are, if 
they designated a workplace, also the types of information that they're putting in to their status updates.  So, 
all in the name of allowing you to be extremely specific with whom you put your ad in front of. 
 
So hopefully, you have a better understanding now of how to leverage Facebook’s targeting capabilities for 
your ad campaign.  As you saw, there's a ton of opportunity there to get very very granular with your 
targeting for your ad campaign. 
 
So that’s all for now.  As always, if you have any specific questions, feel free to reach out to me at the 
email address at the bottom of the screen, check back here often as I’m always posting new instructional 
videos and until next time thanks again and we'll talk to you soon. 
 
 
 


